Dame Margaret Seward's memoir is a thoroughly good read. Like others I have spoken to, I found it diffi cult to put down. It is written in an informal style, just as Dame Margaret might tell it when walking by the seashore in her home town of Bournemouth. Despite this the book is obviously the result of meticulous research. As she says in the preface: 'I was determined to consult minutes, documents and speeches so that the description of events is as accurate as possible'.
Dame Margaret has 'lived and breathed dentistry' from her earliest years. Many of the numerous illustrations in the book relate to the early years. The account of these contains a fair number of surprises. This is a memoir of the past 50 and more years of dentistry and running throughout it are three themes; the fi rst two are her involvement with women's issues and her work to gain recognition and registration for professionals complementary to dentistry (now called DCPs). She had dreamed of this over three decades; as she says: 'Patience in dental politics is an essential virtue.' The other theme which will interest the reader is her love of overseas travel and involvement in international dentistry.
Dame Margaret was described as the 'arch networker' and this is borne out by 562 people mentioned in an extensive index. Not just 'the great and the good' however, but she remembers from nearly 50 years ago at Highlands hospital, a man called Joe, who had lived in the hospital for 40 years and every Friday would wash her car. In the book we fi nd how she used this extended network to move dentistry up the agenda as secretary of state, Alan Milburn, recognised on her retirement.
We also gain an insight into Dame Margaret's way of working, bringing people together, organising workshops and working parties. Many will fi nd in the book fascinating glimpses of what went on 'behind the scenes' and the close working relationships she encouraged between the profession, the BDA, the Department of Health and its ministers.
There are so many 'Margarets' in this book, but the one that sticks in my mind is Margaret the wife, mother and now grandmother. In particular her marriage to Gordon Seward who has given her his 'unfailing support'; in Dame Margaret's words: 'He truly has been my rock in all my endeavours'. The memoir is truly a remarkable story of a remarkable couple. This modern and compact paperback book is a clear and concise read. The book is addressed to all healthcare practitioners -dental, medical, allied, undergraduate and postgraduate. The aim of this book is to make all relevant healthcare professionals aware of the modern advances of the management of orofacial pain in order to provide a more consistent approach to patient management. The book has been correlated by various clinical specialists with a range of different backgrounds, including: dentists with a special interest, an epidemiologist, a neurologist, a neurosurgeon, oral surgeons, oral physicians, a psychologist and a psychiatrist.
M. Watson
This book has taken an evidencebased psychosocial approach to the diagnosis and management of orofacial pain patients which it neatly illustrates through mind maps, tables and short texts ensuring quick access to material in a clinical setting. The book aims to provide practitioners with an empathetic approach towards patients, encouraging them to self manage through information given. Each chapter contains a key points box and a chapter plan at the beginning illustrating the aims and objectives to be learned from each chapter.
The book is composed of 15 chapters. Chapters 1-5 are a general overview of all patients with orofacial pain highlighting the areas of epidemiology, history and examination, investigations, classifi cation and diagnosis and management. Chapters 6-12 contained information on how to deal with specifi c types of facial pain in detail and chapter 13 investigates how much a patient's phenotype and genotype has to do with pain management.
I feel that this particular book met its aims very well through its concise information laid out neatly in paragraphs and mind maps although I feel this book may have benefi ted from more tables to display the information on each specifi c type of facial pain ie causes, signs, symptoms, investigations, etc as from personal experience I fi nd these much easier and quicker to read. 
